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	Title: From solvent exchange to supercritical drying: analyzing mass transfer processes during biopolymer aerogel production using 1-D Raman spectroscopy
	Authors: M. P. Dirauf, P.C. Wagner, A. S. Braeuer
	Presenter: M. P. Dirauf
	Abstract: Aerogels are a class of low-density solid materials that feature properties, such as an open porous network and high specific surface area. Due to the biological origin of their precursors, gelation of biopolymer aerogels is usually carried out in aqueous media. Transformation of the hydrogels to aerogels is then achieved via solvent exchange and supercritical drying. Both of these steps are diffusion limited processes that can significantly influence the properties of the final aerogel.
In this work, we report on mass transfer measurements inside the biopolymer gel bodies during solvent exchange and supercritical drying using 1D-Raman spectroscopy. Spatially and temporally resolved composition profiles were acquired. Experimental data were utilized for modelling the mass transfer and deriving the effective diffusion coefficient. During solvent exchange, the influence of the gel matrix density on the mass transfer kinetics was analyzed. Solvent exchange from hydrogel to organogel was carried out both, in one step and stepwise.
For supercritical drying, next to the influence of process parameters like pressure and temperature, the influence of the biopolymer matrix density on the drying kinetics was investigated into. It could be shown that the matrix density does have an influence on the drying kinetics for relatively high-density gels like whey protein isolate gels, but that for comparatively low-density gels consisting e.g. of agar, the influence of the gel density can be neglected, even when the agar concentration is increased by a factor of 8. 
Mass transfer kinetics during solvent exchange and supercritical drying were analyzed with the same gel samples in the same experimental setup, thereby giving rare insights into the interconnection of both processes. Furthermore, measuring both diffusion processes with the same gel samples gives unique information about the gel structure and allows to validate assumptions about gel porosity and especially tortuosity. 
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